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The Nebraska-based Englishman broke the national record with a 45-pound behemoth that fought for 45 minutes. But perhaps the noteworthy steps Richard Hagen took to keep the fish that pulled out of the Missouri River late at night were not killed. These included storing a massive flat head in an unplugged deep freezer filled with aerated water and – after
Hagen couldn't find an aquarium interested in the fish's stay – truck edging back to the river so he could release his prized catch back into the river. He got me wet when he left, the 61-year-old Hagen told the New York Times. I said goodbye and a happy life. '' Two days passed between the time Hagen caught a straighthead named Brutus while fishing with
his brother near Brownsville, and the time he let it go. RELATED: A giant white sea base could break the 67-year world record during which time Hagen weighed Bruta on a domestic scale (88 kilograms), found a certified scale in a local company (89 pounds) and contacted the Nebraska Games and Parks Commission to see the fish. He had a freezer in the
back of the truck. On Monday, Daryl Bauer, head of the fisheries program for the Games and Parks Commission, said he was skeptical of a potential new record... until he checked the giant flathead. Looks like our record on the stick &amp; reel will now stand at 89 pounds! Bauer wrote. As of Friday morning, the record was still 80 pounds for a flathead soma
pulled from the Loup Power Canal in 1988. Bauer, however, wrote that he needed time to complete the paperwork before Hagen's record was official. Bauer told the News-Times that he was communal because he had delivered the fish after gaining weight and capturing the images. It undersbues everyone's imagination, Bauer said. There's a state-record-
breaking som floating around. Hagen, who lives in Swanton, used bluegill as bait and fought flathead on a 50-kilogram test monofilament. Matt Seitz, game and parks conservation officer: This is the largest freshwater fish I've ever seen up close. It's a courtesy picture of the Games and Parks Commission No matter what you're fishing for, you need a knife.
 A knife can take the bait off or save your life.  In this podcast, I take a question from one of the listeners and consider the possibilities. CLICK HERE TO VISIT MY WEBSITE!! 09:40October 21, 2020 If you're hunting a soma, you need a panik.  The best fishing divers are good at one thing.... Sinking!!  Seriously, there are many style divers to choose from
while fishing for a soma and in this podcast we will talk about them and where they might be useful. CLICK HERE TO VISIT MY WEBSITE!! 21:05October 14, 2020 If you fish for a soma you know that buying a stick and roll combo can  Many popular som oeds are not cheap, with just over $100.  Rotating fishing rolls offer a more affordable alternative without
sacrificing the quality of the ability of the terrestrial trophy som. CLICK HERE TO CHECK MY WEBSITE!! 18:01October 8, 2020In this podcast I chat with Kevin Lakin from Youtube channel Palmetto Cats.  His live performance and catfish video awards show how things happen in the streaming world of catfishing.   His reward is the most interesting and the
game changes.  The 1st annual GOLDEN WHISKERS Awards, awarded by the Palmetto Cats, will be live on Youtube Saturday, December 19 at 7:30 p.m. This is the first prize for the community for exorcising cats!  This is your chance to name those you consider worthy of these rewards for the som fishing community.  Follow this link to submit you
nominations until October 31, 2020!!: Click HERE to visit palmetto Cats on Youtube50:09October 1, 2020Thiber 1, 2020Thi m i'm talking about early autumn cathet bites and what to expect.  2020 is a strange year, so who knows what's really going to happen, but I'll go over some of the things that usually happen and I hope you get it heading in the right
direction for catching the som in the fall.  If you're fishing for a soma, enjoy the som fishing, or just enjoy listening to the conversation about som fishing you'll enjoy this podcast. CLICK HERE to view my website www.dietermelhornfishing.com 13:26September 30, 2020Everyone is looking for the best soma bait.  Tournament fishermen will tell you that fresh
oden or skipjack is the best.  A casual som fisherman is looking for something easy to get, such as chicken breast, chicken liver or hotdogs that can be easily purchased at a grocery store.  In this podcast I talk about what I learned about using chicken breast that was soaked in strawberry jelly.  yes, folks, that actually works.  Check out my Youtube channel
for videos on this topic, but first listen to the podcast for more details. CLICK HERE FOR MY WEBSITE: www.dietermelhornfishing.com 20:03September 21, 2020Thing this podcast I sit with Trey Thorpe from the Fish with Fatt Guide Service on the James River in eastern Virginia.  Trey guides to the blue oedd trophy on one of the premier oedd fishing 300
000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000  The waters of the James River produce a number of 70-90 pounds of blue som each year.  . Here's a link to Trey's guide service: www.fishinwithfatt.com Here's a link to my website: www.dietermelhornfishing.com 32:33September 15, 2020Thimping at night, especially if you're at night chasing strippers, som
and crappie, you may be wondering what affects the boat's lights to catch fishing at night.  In this video, I talk about fishing at night, the lights I use and how I see them, how they affect the fish I'm chasing. CLICK HERE FOR from my website www.dietermelhornfishing.com 19:41September 9, 2020Thi.  The boat is either moving or not.  In this video I'm talking
about the variables surrounding the spitting and trolling of the ou plain from the boat. CLICK HERE to visit my website www.dietermelhornfishing.com21:45September 2, 2020Thi fare while you have trouble catching a soma right now, this podcast can help you.  The fishing of the soma in the last few weeks has been difficult.  Whether it's for the big blue som,
flathead som, or the som channel for barbecue fishing is difficult.  In this podcast, I will discuss some of the issues faced by fishermen, what might be to blame for unusual fishing patterns and offer some hope for the next fishing trip. CLICK HERE to visit my website www.dietermelhornfishing.com17:05August 28, 2020Thing this podcast I'm talking about two
record-breaking soma, blue som and flathead som that got caught in North Carolina in a month with each other.  NC record-breaking som by Tyler Barnes and Joey Baird and both somma were released alive. CLICK HERE to view my website and all my social media www.dietermelhornfishing.com 17:38July 24, 2020 If you're chasing a som you need bait.  If
you're new to catfishing you're probably wondering where to start when figuring out what catfish bait to use.  In this podcast I talk about som bait, the basics of soma bait, and what you need to know and do when starting a soma fishing. CLICK HERE to check out my website www.dietermelhornfishing.com 14:16July 10, 2020Aually there is a potential new
record-breaking blue som in North Carolina.  Nc's previous national record for bluefish was 117 pounds, but new fishing can eclipse that record.  In this podcast, we will discuss fish, the previous record of nc bluefish and everything that led to this catch and what happened later when it was weighed. CLICK HERE to visit my website
www.dietermelhornfishing.com 17:12July 7, 2020Thing this podcast I'm talking about who I've seen on the water over the last few weeks and what I learned from my tour guide clients while we were fishing.  In the last two months, they have given me a good indication of the type of information that fishermen are looking for. Click here to visit my website
where you can find all my contact details20:07June 17, 2020Rain pada.  The river's rising.  The ofish are biting.  At least for a while. In this podcast, I discuss some of the things you can expect when the rains come, the lakes rise and the aaulytes.  If you're catching a som, you'll end up encountering flood waters and rising lake levels.  This can lead to
excellent fishing, but over time the good times end and the som can become hard to find. Click HERE my website!17:13May 22, 2020Mlada this spring was interesting.  After talking to fishermen from around the southeast spring droppings were strange on many levels.  Bluegill made it to the beds late, strippers running in groups, the bass outpourings
scattered, and the white perch was on the right track.  I will discuss some of my observations regarding the som and what we should look forward to. To visit my website CLICK HERE!17:57May 14, 2020The world record flathead soma has stood the test of time for over 20 years.  It's a fishing world record that will never be broken.  In this podcast, I'm talking
about the world record-breaking som, the country's record-breaking som, and how rare these giant fish are. CLICK HERE to visit my website18:01May 4, 2020Thirant you're chasing a soma, striped bass or carana, you've probably used a round roll to roll the roll like they did Abu Garcia, Penn, Daiwa and many others.  These are excellent and built to last, but
they need maintenance.  You can do it at home, or someone can do it to you.  In this podcast, we talk about the heating, maintenance and some possibilities of getting work by professionals if it becomes something you don't like at home.   So if you're fishing for a sow, fishing for paw, fishing for strippers or just fishing with round bait casting reel, this fishing
podcast is for you! CLICK HERE to contact PIPELINE TACKLE CLICK HERE to visit my website 18:27April 30, 2020 If you have ever hunted, you probably had a fishing rod in your hand.  In this video, I sit with custom stick builder Lyle Stokes to talk about custom fishing rods, factory fishing rods, the main som brands and everything in between. If you need
me or want to see my hundreds of Youtube video, click HERE FOR MY WEBSITE29:23April 10, 2020A if you want to know what's going on on the water, check out my latest fishing report. If you need to get to me, or want to see my hundreds of Youtube video, click HERE FOR MY WEBSITE12:56April 3, 2020I in this podcast I bring everything to the day
about what's going on in my world since coronavirus has turned the world that we know upside down. To leave a comment or check out the videos on my Youtube channel, CLICK HERE!19:57March 28, 2020I give this podcast a fishing report on what I saw on my local waters when spring temperatures start to rise.  If you plan to go on a soma fishery this
spring, be patient as water temperatures climb, fish start to move and bite more and better.  Spring is one of the best seasons in water fishing. Visit my website for all my links on social media and my Youtube videos with CLICK HERE!12:17March 16, 2020Coronavirus has never before seen the impact on  It also affects the sport of fishing, at least in the
world of fishing tournaments.  In this podcast, I discuss what we have seen so far in the world of machining. Visit my website for all my links on social media and my Youtube videos with CLICK HERE!21:21March 14, 2020Thirant you hunt a soma you may have experienced some strange views from people outside of sport.  Whether you grab them with your
hands is a common response from those outside the sport.  In this podcast, I sit with Katfish Clothing founder Matt Miles and talk about the pictures that catfishing has and other things that happen in the machete world. If you want to leave me a comment, or for links to my Youtube channel, CLICK HERE for my website www.dietermelhornfishing.com
22:34March 11, 2020Patriot James Catfishing is a Youtube channel that shows live every Wednesday night.  He also runs a very unique soma tournament, we're talking about him in this podcast. To find all my Youtube videos, the soma gear that I use and contact me, visit my website by clicking here www.dietermelhornfishing.com18:40March 4,
2020Soological conference 2020 is in the books!  In this podcast, I discuss some of my comments in the som fishing industry only about the trade show. To access all social media, YouTube videos, fishing gear, or send me a message, visit my website: www.dietermelhornfishing.com21:34February 27, 2020Thing this catfishing podcast I'm talking about the
Ice Bowl Catfish Tournament and my weekend fishing there at Kerr Lake.  This lake is home to the world's record-breaking blue som, and also home to the largest som ever caught in a tournament.   CLICK HERE to visit my website www.dietermelhornfishing.com 19:32February 12, 2020 In this episode I discuss the 2020 Som Conference in Louisville, KY
21-22.  The Somov Conference is an annual trade program that includes boat traders and the fight against traffickers from all over the country.  If you fish for a som, or just love a fishing conversation, you'll enjoy this fishing podcast. To visit my website or leave a comment, click here: www.dietermelhornfishing.com 12:23February 5, 2020Finding a soma, or
any fish for that matter, on a new body of water can be daunting.  In this podcast, I go over some of the things I do in taking on a new body of water for the haunting of the som.  Many of these tactics can be applied to many fish fish fished by fishermen.  The new water doesn't have to be intimidating, and hopefully this podcast will give you some confidence in
botching new body water into hunting a soma or any other type of fish. Make sure to check out my website for all my Youtube videos, fishing gear, but i guided fishing trip www.dietermelhornfishing.com20:24Januar 29, 2020Kad you hunt striped-bass, som, and bass, Santee Cooper is not the only place for it you, for that you are, u some weather had to fish.
Cooper is known around the world for his legendary fishing, especially after the som. It is home to the current world record-breaking soma channel and has held the world record for blue ouay. In this podcast, I discuss some things that need to be thought of in this fishery before you go out, and discuss a number of fishing, accommodation and food options.
Be sure to check out my website for all my Youtube videos, fishing gear and even guided fishing trips www.dietermelhornfishing.com20:19January 22, 2020Winter is a great time to keep bait in the homemade bait tank. If you fish with a bee, bream, shinge or other different fish games the homemade bait tank is a great way to have the bait ready and waiting
for every last minute fishing trip. If you're fishing for a som, fishing for a striptease, or any other fish that hits live bait, having a home bait tank is a great way to have the bait ready for last minute fishing trips. Be sure to check out my website for all my Youtube videos, fishing gear and even guided fishing trips www.dietermelhornfishing.com20:27January 15,
2020Sejej world fishing has never had an organization. The people who hunt the som have never had a national collective voice through the group. The American Federation of Stallings Is Trying to Do That. The organization made a soft missile this week, but left more questions than answers. In this podcast, I discuss what we know so far and what we need
to know before we board with this new industry organization. Be sure to check out my website for all my Youtube videos, fishing gear and even guided fishing trips www.dietermelhornfishing.com21:22January 11, 2020S winter blues at the Catfish Tournament almost had a deadly end. The fishermen of the Somov tournaments relaxed into the windy
conditions that produced waves 4'-5', but many boats were twisted and several sank. We can learn from this event some valuable lessons and discuss them in this podcast. Be sure to check out my website for all my Youtube videos, fishing gear and even guided fishing trips www.dietermelhornfishing.com 19:09January 6, 2020She you catch a soma in
winter, you will hit a time when the fish simply do not bite. It's usually early in the winter before water temperatures drop into the 40s. Why is this happening? That's the question, let's face it every year. Some years are better than others, as the bite is slowly worse for a few years, while in others it is drastically shutting down. Fishing for a soma within this time
frame can be challenging. In this fishing podcast we will discuss what I believe is happening with the bite of the soma and I hope you do some things that you can look forward to when we move into winter. Check out my website for all my contact information my fishing videos: www.dietermelhornfishing.com Season #2 / Episode #1 19:03January 1, 2020Have
2020Have ever caught a som and was unsure what a som it is?  Well, in this podcast I will give you some tips on how to correctly identify the three main types of soma faced by most fishermen and have questions about. Be sure to check out my website for contact information, tools and my YouTube channel videos: www.dietermelhornfishing.com EPISODE
#3715:12December 25, 2019Winter brings cold temperatures, sometimes terrible weather, and some of the best catfish fishing trophies of the year.  Early winter is a great time to catch a trophy ous in those areas where the ice hasn't exceeded your waterways.  Some of the biggest som of the year is caught in late December and in early January before the
frigid winter temperatures set in. To send me a comment on this podcast, or to check out the hundreds of catfishing videos I have on YouTube, or to view the gear I use for fishing, visit my website. Here: www.dietermelhornfishing.com EPISODE #3623:25December 18, 2019Gifts for Fishermen.  They can range from boat to diver, but most people are looking
for something in between that all fishermen will appreciate and use above all.  In this fishing podcast, I talk about some things that you would personally like to receive as a gift, and I think these are fishing-related items that even a fisherman in your life would like. This is probably a good podcast to share with your important other in case you'd like to see one
of these items under a Christmas tree or at your next birthday party. Be sure to check out my website for contact information, tools and my YouTube channel videos: www.dietermelhornfishing.com Episode 3519:04December 11, 2019O want a fishing boat?  In this podcast, I'll talk about some of the different torso options out there.  I'm not going into details,
but I'll be on the pro's list and con's with every style of a fishing boat.  At some point in the future, I will add even more podcasts with specific details about the different carcasses and their effectiveness for different styles of fishing. Be sure to check out my website for contact information, tool and my YouTube channel videos: www.dietermelhornfishing.com
Episode 3420:14December 4, 2019Thiber 4, 2019Thiously hunted in winter, you should be careful on the water and be aware of some things that may shorten your day.  Fishing in cold weather can be a challenge, especially when temperatures fall below freezing.  Most people sit at home in front of a warm fire, but hardcore fishermen are on the water.  In
this fishing podcast, I go over a few things to watch out for and be aware of before you ever leave a touch.  Knowing about these potential pitfalls in Your day on the water can be much more enjoyable. Be sure to check out my website for contact information, tools and my YouTube channel videos: www.dietermelhornfishing.com Episode 33 17:47November
27, 2019 If you ever hunted a soma in a tournament you will know that skill is very important.  To win, you must have a certain level of expertise.  You must have the right rescue, the right bait and the ability to find the fish and put them on the boat.   Although all of this is true, I think a lot of fishermen have all these skills, especially in major tournaments.  I
believe he has a lot of problems in major tournaments that can easily be a half-court win, and the deciding factor is luck.  I believe that happiness is an important factor, if not the most important factor, in winning a big set. Be sure to check out my website for contact information, gear and my YouTube channel videos: www.dietermelhornfishing.com Episode
3220:00November 20, 2019In the world of catfishing there are many conditions.  Experienced fishermen take these terms for granted and expect other fishermen to know these terms and understand their meaning.  Unfortunately, many of these terms are mixed with other terms, and this can be confusing for people who are new to sport.  In this episode I
hope to clear up some of these terms and go into some detail about what they mean. The soma skittry is a broad theme with many versions.  In this podcast, I go over a few things I've learned about som sneeing, and I hope this will help you when you learn to catch more som.  Be sure to check out my website for contact information, tools and my YouTube
channel videos: www.dietermelhornfishing.com Episode 3122:35November 13, 2019Fall is a great time to fish for a soma.  If you're looking for some of the best fishing in comfortable temperatures, fall is a great time to be on the water.  Add in a wonderful drop landscape with foliage changing and cooler temperatures, biting fish will be a bonus. In this fishing
podcast, I'm talking about some of the things I do in hunting a som in the fall.  I'm looking into tactics, baiting and fishing locations. Make sure to check out my website for contact information, tools and my YouTube channel videos: www.dietermelhornfishing.com 16:58November 6, 2019Cheating at fishing tournaments has always been happening.  As the
fishing of tournaments has increased, so has the money, and that is urged by some people to do anything to win.  In this podcast, I'm talking about a recent fishing tournament, one of the largest in the country, where a fisherman was caught cheating.   Be sure to check out my website for contact information, tools and my YouTube channel videos:
www.dietermelhornfishing.com Episode 2923:05October 30, 2019E you have ever wondered what is the best way to record your fishing?  I am talking about some I'm doing it on the YouTube channel in this fishing podcast.  Recording a video of your fishing trip can be as easy, or as difficult as you and your budget allow it to be.  You can record fishing on
your smartphone or on an expensive video camera.  I'm going to talk about the benefits and the unreheaval of all possibilities. Please visit my www.dietermelhornfishing.com website for links to all the fishing gears I use, links to my YouTube channel and other social media, and contact me about travel with guides or questions. Episode 29 30:47October 23,
2019 If you are fishing you probably want to get a sleeed or fish mounted.  There are many things to consider when choosing a taxidermist to mount your own trophy fish or fur animals, and in this podcast we talk about some of the things that come into play. Chris Melvin owns Pinoak Taxidermy in Great Falls, SC and has a bee creating wonderful carriers for
parties around the southeast.  His work has some of the best around, so we sit down to chat about what he does, art and what to look for if you're looking for a taxidermist for your next cup.   You can visit my website here: dietermelhornfishing.com44:47October 16, 2019Jeremy Coe is director of the Cabelas King Kat Catfish Tournament series.  This series
of tournaments covers more countries than any other soma tournament series in the country.  They were the first series of soma tournaments that expanded to several countries and changed the game in the world of the soma tournament many years ago.   If you fish som tournaments, or just enjoy the soma community and lifestyle, you will enjoy this show.
Please check out your tournament series here: You can visit my website here: dietermelhornfishing.com 47:03October 9, 2019 If you're catching a soma, you're probably wondering what the best som rolls are.  In this fishing podcast, I talk about the Somnos I use, what I expect from these fishing boilers, and what I think makes them work well for the fish I
fish.  Fishing for a soma takes quality equipment, but you don't have to spend a fortune to get a good fishing reel that will put the soma in the boat.  Please visit my www.dietermelhornfishing.com website for links to all the fishing gears I use, links to my YouTube channel and other social media, and contact me about travel with guides or questions. Episode
2418:41October 1, 2019Ho 2019 We are approaching two tournaments of Lake Wateree's soma.  One's on a Friday, the other's on Saturday.  In this podcast, I'm talking about tournament, admission, location, costs, baits and even I assume what's going to get it! You can visit my website here for all my videos and equipment: www.dietermelhornfishing.com
14:36September 30, 2019Catfish fishing tournament is a growing sport with a lot of new interest.  Fishing for soy bees grow rapidly, as well as the legion of fishermen who support the catch and release of all the oeduous som. As with any new sport or effort there are growing pains, and the Mississippi River Monsters tournament experienced that this past
weekend in Memphis Tennessee. In the weeks to come, I will try to explain what went wrong, what went right and what we can do to make things better in the future. My website: www.dietermelhornfishing.com Episode 23 24:30September 24, 2019 Have you ever wondered why you can't catch the big fish where you live? Are you disappointed to see
everyone else catching monster fish on Facebook while you catch nothing? Well, listen to this fishing podcast and you'll get some good perspective on why you might not be catching trophy fish where you are. Not all bodies of water hold trophy fish or produce world or state-record fish. In this podcast, I go about some of the dynamics that determine where
trophy fish exist. Please visit my www.dietermelhornfishing.com website for links to all the fishing gear I use, links to my YouTube channel and other social media, and contact me about travel with guides or with questions.19:59September 18, 2019 Are you fishy soma tournaments? Do you have questions about how to keep the monstrous soma alive while
you're chasing a tournament? In this podcast, I talk about some of the things I do to keep the Oui in the tournament. Please visit my www.dietermelhornfishing.com website for links to all the fishing equipment I use, links to my YouTube channel and other social media, and contact me about travel with guides or with questions.15:51September 12,
2019Emergencies on the water have occurred unexpectedly and quickly. While you can make plans when an emergency happens, you never plan an emergency. In this podcast, I discuss some of the things that need to be on your boat if emergencies occur. EPIRBS, marine group radios, trench bags, fire extinguishers and life jackets are part of what you
need to stay alive. I'm talking about some of the things you have to have on the boat to stay alive when things turn badly on the water. You can contact me through my website at www.dietermelhornfishing.com25:22September 5, 2019 Do you want some advice on how to choose a fishing guide? It may be a little intimidating, but in this podcast I discuss some
things that need to be thought of when choosing a fishing guide for the next fishing trip. Everything from the kind of guide to what to bring and even about how much tips need to be addressed. You can contact me via my website www.dietermelhornfishing.com 33:51August 22, 2019Whisker Tango. If you ever serve in the army, you'll think I missed the word,
and you'd be close. This podcast is about a sheepdog charity that men and women in uniform, civilian and military, to deal with some of the struggles they face. Time Time Water is a cure, and they hope to use this time on water catfishing to make this drug possible. If you want to know more about Whisker Tang, check them out &gt;&gt;&gt; HERE HERE
42:03August 19, 2019 Do you like to fish at night?  Do you use lights when fishing at night?  In this podcast, I'm talking about fishing under the lights for the som and.  I'm also discussing the new underwater light I'm trying to test from ILLUMISE.  See all the products you offer &gt;&gt; HERE 20:10August 15, 2019 If you want to learn to catch a soma, at some
point you will need a somo stick.  They are cheap, and they are expensive, but they will all fish.  In this podcast we will explore some of the many options when it comes to choosing fishing rods for hunting soma. Be sure to check out all my fishing videos and social media links on my website www.dietermelhornfishing,com 33:21August 12, 2019 If you want to
learn how to catch a soma, then you need a good som bait.  In this catfishing podcast we will talk about catfish bait, the best catfish bait, the worst catfish bait, and catfish bait you can't live without! Be sure to check out all my fishing videos and social media links on my website www.dietermelhornfishing,com 31:24August 8, 2019 If you are fighting to hunt a
soma this summer you are not alone.  Factors such as rising water temperatures, thermoclin in lakes, plankton blooms and mayfly can all play a role in ing to find a soma.  In this short podcast, I discuss some of these topics and how they can affect your catch rates during som fishing.   If you are learning how to catch a som, be sure to check all the content
on my website www.dietermelhornfishing,com and also on my Youtube channel Dieter Melhorn Fishing111:38August 5, 2019 If you turn over any of the fishing groups on Facebook, the topic of circular hooks and J-hooks will come.  Roundabout hooks are relatively new fishing gear.  Roundabout hooks are designed to reduce the number of throat hooked
fish, making catching and releasing trophy fish more achievable. Fishing with clubs takes a little patience and we will discuss this in this podcast. Be sure to check all my content on my website www.dietermelhornfishing,com 26:00August 1, 2019August 1, 2019 Do you have trouble catching a soma right now?  In the middle of summer, it's a tricky time to fish
a soma.  Reproduction, end evasiveness, hot water, thermoclin and boat transport play a role in what can be a non-contical and frustrating time for som fishing. In this episode, I'm talking about a number of factors that can lead to you not catching a lot of a soma right now.  Hopefully this will give you some understanding of the dynamics that are going on the
water and will give you some to continue to fish. Be sure to check out all my content on my website www.dietermelhornfishing,com 17:51July 18, 2019Fishermen in Virginia are fighting to protect the blue soma, but if fisheries managers have their way they would like to see a blue soma uprooted from Virginia coastal waters. Eastern Virginia is known for its
trophy blue som on the James River.  Virginia is also home to the current blue-som world record.  Even with the popularity of this sports fish, many people don't want this invasive species of soma around.  Commercial fishermen off Virginia blame the decline in fish populations on the widespread blue-som population. In this podcast, I discuss the many issues
facing the oedd fishermen of the som and other stakeholders who live there. CLICK HERE if you would like to sign a petition to protect blue som against electrofishing CLICK here for my website where you can send me an email CLICK here for my YouTube channel and all my fishing videos39:50July 11, 2019 If you ever thought about a career in the outdoor
industry, whether it's selling tackle or having your own TV show, you'll enjoy this podcast.  I'm chatting with Phillip Gentry, who's a radio host and sports journalist outdoors.  Over the past 20 years he has seen sharp developments in the external industry and has some good insight and perspective on how the industry has changed and where it can go. There
are many opportunities in the outside industry.  Everything from a fishing guide, to work in sales, to being a game manager are careers that are attached to the outside lifestyle. Click here for my website dietermelhornfishing.com Click here for my YouTube channel and all my fishing videos51:49June 27, 2019Thioca are chasing a soma, at some point you will
ask someone what is the best soma bait.  Catfish bait is the first issue after getting your catfishing stick and your catfishing rescue together.  There are many options when it comes to soma bait and I'll discuss them in this podcast. CLICK HERE to see one of my video of sombeau bait! CLICK HERE FOR MY WEBSITE! 47:58June 20, 2019 If you're going to
fish oedd tournaments, or if you're thinking of fishing for a soma tournament, then you'll find this podcast interesting.  I'm talking about som, fishing and the world of somov tournaments.  I also bring increasing costs of fishing and competing in som notable tournaments.  I also explore some parallels between the development of bass fishing tournaments and
the rapidly evolving world of somma tournaments. CLICK HERE to link to MELHORN FISHING DIETER ON YouTube! You can also visit my website at www.dietermelhornfishing.com 39:10June 13, 2019 In this episode of the Dieter Melhorn Fishing Podcast I'll discuss how they are, how they work, their and where they fit into our fishing culture. Payment
lakes are controversial topics for people in the trophy oedi property community and I will talk about their impact on our fisheries.  These lakes are also present in the fishing community on their paws, and I will talk about how they work there. Here's a link to more information about payment lakes: www.exposingpaylakes.com Visit my website
www.dietermelhornfishing.com for links to all fishing gear, I use Linkove on my YouTube channel and other social media, you ask me about the tours of the guide i with questions.47:31June 6, 2019Ako you fish, special tournament fish, you may have wondered how much it takes to become a sponsored angler, become sponsored, or become a pro-staff
angler.  I'm talking in depth with Matt Miles of KATFISH, a clothing brand in the fishing industry and, in particular, catfish in the market.  It gives some excellent insight into what companies are looking for from fishermen when they hunt with who they are partners with. Check out KATFISH here: Visit my www.dietermelhornfishing.com website for links to all the
fishing equipment I use, links to my YouTube channel and other social media, and contact me about travel with guides or questions. 53:52May 30, 2017 If you've ever hunted a som in late spring, especially in June, you've probably wondered why I can't catch a soma.  Well, the month of June is probably the worst month to catch a catfish no matter where you
go in the country, Catfishing from Mother's Day to July 4 can be difficult for a monster catfish, but smaller catfish eaters can still catch it if you're persistent. In this podcast, I talk about the somson network, what it means, and I tell you there's light at the end of the tunnel! CLICK HERE to link to MELHORN FISHING DIETER ON YouTube! You can also visit my
website www.dietermelhornfishing.com 28:33May 24, 2019 Do you find social media good or bad for fishing?  Jeff Manning and I sit and discuss our Youtube fishing channels, Facebook and the impact of social media on the fishing community. Make sure to check out Jeff's YouTube channel by clicking HERE! It has a lot of great fishing content and some
cool DIY fishing and vessel videos.    CLICK HERE to link to MELHORN FISHING DIETER ON YouTube! You can also visit my website at www.dietermelhornfishing.com 46:13May 17, 2019 If you ever wanted to go fishing and catch a soma, and you don't know where to start, this is your podcast.  You can call him Catfishing for Dummies.   Jeff Manning and
I are going through the basics, and I mean the basics of fishing for a soma.  Everything from selecting your line to bait is covered. Make sure to check out Jeff's YouTube channel by clicking HERE!  It has a lot of great fishing content and some cool DIY fishing and vessel videos.    CLICK HERE FOR THE LINK DIETER MELHORN FISHING ON YOUTUBE!
You can also visit my website at www.dietermelhornfishing.com 46:39May 17, 2019Th episode of the Dieter Melhorn Fishing podcast talks about the podcast and some of the topics and guests we'll have in the future.   This fishing podcast is new, growing and will change and adapt to this platform, which is quite different from the video world that I'm used to.  
Please download your comments, ideas and suggestions! I'm also going through a segment of the fishing calendar that I intend to expand.  In the fishing calendar we will talk about what is currently working, why and how it relates to the time of year.  We will also talk about what could change in your fishing calendar in the next few months. You can always
reach me through my website, www.dietermelhornfishing.com with any idea or suggestions.  My website is also a hub for reaching all my social media sites. CLICK HERE to link to MELHORN FISHING DIETER ON YouTube! You can also visit my website www.dietermelhornfishing.com 31:09May 8, 2019What are you fishing?   Fishing is much more than
fishing.  Time on the water has a special meaning for me, as I'm sure for many of you, it has that fish.   Part of the attractions is to be outside, but the love of fishing runs much deeper.   For me, fishing is more than a weekend of razonod, it's a way of life.   This short clip is from a video on my YouTube channel, Dieter Melhorn Fishing.  This is my launch in the
podcast fishing world, and I'm excited here.00:59May 8, 2019 2019
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